
 

 

 Aegon Global Short Dated Climate Transition Fund  

July 2022 

For UK institutional investors and consultants. This is a marketing communication. 

The Aegon Global Short Dated Climate Transition Fund is a simple, liquid, and transparent 
short-dated bond strategy. It embeds proprietary climate transition research to direct 
investments to companies that have robust, credible plans to transition towards a low 
carbon economy and therefore are better aligned with investors’ net-zero goals. It adopts 
a best-in-class ESG approach to construct the portfolio with issuers who we have 
identified as having the best ESG categories, with the lowest ESG risks. 

Key data 
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Source: Aegon AM as at 30 June 2022. * as at 31 December 2021. 

Why invest? 

1. Excellent record of preserving capital. Individual short dated bonds are typically much 
more resilient to negative company-specific events than longer-dated bonds. 

2. Less susceptible to fluctuating interest rates, because they derive returns through credit 
risk rather than duration risk. 

3. The high frequency of bonds reaching maturity generates a steady cash stream, which 
can be paid-out as income or reinvested to take advantage of opportunities. 

4. Strongly aligned to investors’ net-zero goals. 

5. Inherently more liquid than their long-dated equivalents. 

6. No material yield sacrifice for a reduction in carbon intensity and climate risk.  

Why Aegon Asset Management? 

It’s our core 

business 

We have longstanding expertise from our dedicated short-dated, investment-

grade credit and absolute return portfolios. 

Experienced 

and deeply 

resourced team 

Experienced portfolio management team with history of managing dedicated 

short-dated investment grade portfolios since 2017 and history of no credit 

defaults. 

Leveraging Aegon AM’s global fixed income and credit research platform. 

Drawing upon 18-strong Global Responsible Investment team, including climate 

specialists. 

Proven process Philosophy and process built on strong fundamental credit analysis. 

Exploiting multiple sources of alpha to deliver strong risk-adjusted performance. 

ESG and climate transition analysis embedded into investment decision making. 

Short dated 

experience 

Strong long-term performance within investment-grade corporate bond and 

short-dated portfolios. 

Avoiding credit defaults - crucial for short-dated and buy to maturity portfolios. 

Can source short-dated bonds via well-established market relationships. 

Cost-effective 

solution 

Available through daily priced UCITS fund or segregated mandates. 

Focus on 

delivering for 

our clients 

Strong collaboration with clients and an opportunity to include fixed income as 

part of a diversified carbon reduction strategy. 

 

Iain Buckle 

Head of Credit, UK 

 

 

Rory Sandilands 

Investment manager 
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A team-based approach  
The Fund is managed by Iain Buckle and Rory Sandilands, with access to Aegon AM’s deep global credit research platform and 

global fixed income and responsible investing team.  

Portfolio management team Deep research expertise Global Responsible Investment team 

Experienced portfolio management team 

with history of managing dedicated short- 

dated investment grade portfolios since 

2017 and history of no credit defaults. 

Drawing upon 29 strong global credit 

research team to access sector and 

geographical expertise including ESG 

analysis. 

18-strong responsible investment team 

including climate specialists. Providing 

specialist ESG and climate research, voting and 

engagement activities and ESG reporting. 

 

Investment approach targeting multiple sources of value 
We are active, high-conviction managers who seek to exploit long-term and short-term market 

opportunities and inefficiencies. We target multiple alpha contributors, which can each take 

varying priorities at different stages of the market and economic cycles. 

Our primary source of added value is through stock selection. Avoiding default risk is key and 

we favour companies with clearly visible credit profiles over the short-to-medium term. A 

major consideration is the ability to refinance upcoming maturities. 

The Fund follows a fundamental, bottom-up investment research process, utilising the full 

strength, depth, and diversity of Aegon AM’s global research platform, in which climate 

research, ESG analysis and company engagement are integral elements in assessing the 

investment potential of all issuers. 

Assessing climate transition risk 
To conduct our climate impact analysis our global responsible investment team have developed a proprietary climate transition 

research framework which focuses on the key elements required for transition to conclude and categorise an issuer’s readiness 

and net-zero alignment.  

 

Our climate transition analysis feeds through into climate related guidelines for the portfolio which have been set to reflect a 

reasonable pace of transition and encompass issuers from all sectors.  

Guidelines have been designed to be compatible with emerging net-zero market frameworks such as those from the Paris 

Aligned Investment Initiative and the Net-Zero Asset Owner Alliance.  
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Best in class ESG approach  
ESG analysis is integrated into our credit research process alongside traditional 

financial metrics to assess an issuer’s credit profile. Our proprietary ESG analysis 

incorporates qualitative and quantitative elements to determine and assess the 

potential materiality of the ESG issues and the impact on an issuer’s credit 

fundamentals.  

Materiality of ESG factors is ultimately defined according to the Investment 

Manager’s proprietary ESG framework based on 1-5 categories. 

We construct the Aegon Short Dated Climate Transition Fund in accordance with 

the following ESG guidelines: 

• ≥ 90% of fund will carry an ESG category of 1,2 or 3 

• Up to 10% of fund can be invested in issuers with ESG category 4 

• We would not invest in an issuer with an ESG category of 5 

• Unlimited exposure to ESG labelled bonds (Green, social, sustainability bonds) 

Fund details  

Inception 4 March 2021 

Fund and Strategy size £481 million AUM / £1.1bn strategy (as at 30 June 2022) 

Objective Targeting cash (SONIA) +1.25% p.a. over rolling three-year periods (gross-of-fees) 

Comparator benchmark BofAML Global Large Cap Corporate 1-5 year index (GBP hedged).  

Portfolio characteristics • Diversified portfolio that minimises exposure to default and downgrade risk 

• Solution to capture sustainable yield with low risk of default 

• Minimise turnover and trading costs 

• ESG and climate transition analysis integrated 

• Low carbon intensity portfolio 

Investment universe • Core of portfolio in investment-grade corporate bonds with less than four years to expected maturity  

• Capped exposure to high yield, callable and non-rated bonds 

• Focus on large, liquid issues 

• Global exposure hedged back to £ - no active currency risk 

Investment guidelines • 100% invested in bonds with under four years to expected maturity 

• 20% maximum in high yield, non-rated and callable bonds  

• Duration ≤ 3 years  

• Maximum 70% holding in BBB rated debt 

Share classes GBP, EUR and USD hedged also available. 

Fund structure • Irish-domiciled OEIC (UCITS structure)  

• Accumulation share-class or quarterly income distribution 

About Aegon Asset Management 

Aegon AM is an active global investor. Our 387* investment professionals manage and advise on assets of £328 billion* for a 

global client-base of pension schemes, public funds, insurance companies, banks, foundations, wealth managers, family offices 

and individuals. We are a global business with 1,200* employees across Europe, the Americas and Asia. We organise our 

investment capabilities around four focused investment platforms where we have deep asset-class expertise: fixed income, real 

assets, equities, and multi-asset & solutions.         *as at 31/03/22 

For more information visit http://www.aegonam.com/gsdct or contact institutionalbusiness@aegonam.com. 

http://www.aegonam.com/gsdct
mailto:institutionalbusiness@aegonam.com
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Important information 

Investment Policy 

Invests predominantly in global investment grade (lower risk) bonds. The fund may also hold selected high yield (higher risk) 

bonds, contingent convertible (higher risk) bonds and cash. Bonds will be issued by companies and governments worldwide. A 

minimum of 80% of the Fund's net assets will be invested in investment grade bonds that have a residual maturity that does not 

exceed four years. The Fund is actively managed. 

Risks 

The main risks of the fund are: 

Credit: An issuer of bonds may be unable to make payments due to the Fund (known as a default). The value of bonds may fall as 

default becomes more likely. Both default and expected default may cause the Fund's value to fall. High yield bonds generally 

offer higher returns because of their higher default risk and investment grade bonds generally offer lower returns because of 

their lower default risk. 

Liquidity: The Fund's value may fall if bonds become more difficult to trade or value due to market conditions or a lack of supply 

and demand. This risk increases where the Fund invests in high yield, off-benchmark or emerging market bonds 

For more details on the risks for this fund please see the KIID or Prospectus 

For Professional Clients only and not to be distributed to or relied upon by retail clients.   

This is a marketing communication. Please refer to the Prospectus of the UCITS/ AIF and to the KIID before making any final investment 
decisions. The relevant documents can be found at aegonam.com. The principal risk of this product is the loss of capital. 

Past performance does not predict future returns.  Outcomes, including the payment of income, are not guaranteed. 

All investments contain risk and may lose value. Responsible investing is qualitative and subjective by nature, and there is no guarantee that the 
criteria utilized, or judgement exercised, by any company of Aegon Asset Management will reflect the beliefs or values of any one particular 
investor. Responsible investing norms differ by region. There is no assurance that the responsible investing strategy and techniques employed 
will be successful. Investors should consult their investment professional prior to making an investment decision. 

Opinions and/or example trades/securities represent our understanding of markets both current and historical and are used to promote Aegon 
Asset Management's investment management capabilities: they are not investment recommendations, research or advice. Sources used are 
deemed reliable by Aegon Asset Management at the time of writing. Please note that this marketing is not prepared in accordance with legal 
requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing by Aegon Asset 
Management or its employees ahead of its publication. 

Fund Charges are taken from income but will be taken from capital where income is insufficient to cover charges. 

All data is sourced to Aegon Asset Management UK plc unless otherwise stated. The document is accurate at the time of writing but is subject 
to change without notice. 

Data attributed to a third party (“3rd Party Data”) is proprietary to that third party and/or other suppliers (the “Data Owner”) and is used by Aegon Asset Management UK plc under 
licence.  3rd Party Data: (i) may not be copied or distributed; and (ii) is not warranted to be accurate, complete or timely.  None of the Data Owner, Aegon Asset Management UK plc or 
any other person connected to, or from whom Aegon Asset Management UK plc sources, 3rd Party Data is liable for any losses or liabilities arising from use of 3rd Party Data. 

Assets under management for Aegon AM group companies includes the advisory services performed by various affiliates or their investment advisory business units and joint ventures. 
Aegon Asset Management is comprised of the following entities: Aegon AM US, Aegon Real Assets US, Aegon AM UK plc, Aegon AM Asia Ltd, Aegon AM Central and Eastern Europe, 
Aegon AM Pan-Europe BV, Aegon AM Spain, Aegon Industrial Fund Management Co. Ltd, Aegon Investment Management BV, La Banque Postale Asset Management SA, Pelargos Asset 
Management BV and Saemor Asset Management BV.  Mongeral Aegon Investimentos (Mongeral) is a Brazilian based joint venture that is partially owned by an Aegon AM affiliate. 

Although Aegon Asset Management's information providers, including without limitation, MSCI ESG Research LLC and its affiliates (the "ESG Parties") obtain information from sources 
they consider reliable, none of the ESG Parties warrants or guarantees the originality, accuracy and/or completeness, of any data herein and expressly disclaim all express or implied 
warranties, including those of merchantability and fitness for particular purposes. The information may only be used for you internal use, may not be reproduced or disseminated in any 
form and may not be used as a basis for, or a component of, any financial instruments or products or indices. Further, none of the information can in and of itself be used to determine 
which securities to buy or sell or when to buy or sell them. None of the ESG Parties shall have any liability for any errors or omissions in connection with any data herein, or any liability 
for any direct, indirect, special punitive, consequential or any other damages (including lost profits) even if notified of the possibility of such damages.  

Part of this publication may contain Sustainalytics proprietary information that may not be reproduced, used, disseminated, modified nor published in any manner without the express 
written consent of Sustainalytics. Nothing contained in this publication shall be construed as to make a representation or warranty, express or implied, regarding the advisability to 
invest in or include companies in investable universes and/or portfolios. The information is provided “as is” and, therefore Sustainalytics assumes no responsibility for errors or 
omissions. Sustainalytics cannot be held liable for damage arising from the use of this publication or information contained herein in any manner whatsoever. 

Aegon Asset Management Investment Company (Ireland) Plc (AAMICI) is an umbrella type open-ended investment company which is authorised and regulated by the Central Bank of 
Ireland. Aegon Investment Management B.V. (Aegon AM NL) is the appointed management company. Aegon AM NL is registered with and supervised by the Dutch Authority for 
Financial Markets (AFM).  
 
Aegon AM UK markets AAMICI in the UK. Aegon Asset Management UK plc (Aegon AM UK) is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. For investors in the UK, Jersey 
and Guernsey - AAMICI's relevant sub-funds are notified to each regulator. The prospectus, supplements, key investor information and reports (together ‘Disclosures’) are available at 
www.aegonam.com. Please note that not all sub-funds and share classes may be available in each jurisdiction. This document is marketing and does not constitute an offer or 
solicitation to buy any fund(s) mentioned. No promotion or offer is intended other than where the fund(s) is/are authorised for distribution. 
AdTrax Code 4201154.7 | Expiry: 5 December 2022. 


